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Abstract— Recommendation techniques is now a day’s very important. various kinds of recommendations are done
on the Web, example movies, music, images, books recommendations, query suggestions and tags recommendations,
etc. it is not important that what kind of data sources are used for the recommendations, these data sources can be
modeled or taken in the various types of graphs. In this paper, We are discussing a general framework on Web
graphs mining based recommender system for Query, Image-tags and Social Network using Query Suggestion
Algorithm and Heat Diffusion Method 1) we first propose a novel diffusion method which shows similarities between
different nodes and generates recommendations; 2) secondly we illustrate Architecture of web graph mining base
recommender system which function for query, image and social network using three different data sets respectively
3) And at the end we illustrate the design using UML diagrams as a Visual models for the same; Hao Ma, Irwin King
et al in their paper “Mining Web Graphs for Recommendations” have proposed a system for query suggestion and
image recommendation using heat diffusion by taking reference of that we are adding a social recommendation. Aim
of this paper is to review heat diffusion and depict the architecture and design for the proposed system.
Keywords— Recommendation, diffusion, query suggestion, image recommendation, social recommendation
I. INTRODUCTION

Organize and use information effectively and efficiently is a very difficult task now a days. Mining
useful information on web from different sources is also difficult. To satisfy the need of information
of web user, recommender system has been well studied in academic and in industries. There are
various recommender systems available on web. For example Movielens, Which recommends
movies to user based on the already collected and well organized data which was taken through a
feedback from the previous users who rate the movies on that web site. Another beautiful example
can be a online shopping web site i.e. Amezon.com. Generally, recommender systems are based on
Collaborative Filtering [1], which is a technique that automatically predicts or infer the interest of an
active user by collecting rating information from other similar users or items. This consideration of
collaborative filtering is that the active user or a current user will prefer those items which other
similar users prefer. Based on this simple concept, collaborative filtering has been widely employed
in some large, well-known commercial systems, including product recommendation at Amazon,
movie recommendation at Netflix, etc. In this paper we will see the architecture and the visual
models of the web graph mining base recommender system which works for the query, image-tags
and social network using query suggestion and heat diffusion method. Visual Models are represented
through a UML diagrams.
II. HEAT DIFFUSION

Heat diffusion is a physical phenomenon. In a medium, heat always flows from a position with
high temperature to a position with low temperature. Recently, heat diffusion-based approaches have
been successfully applied in various domains such as classification and dimensionality reduction
problems [2]. Actually, the process of people influencing others is very similar to the heat diffusion
phenomenon. In a social network, the innovators and early adopters of a product or innovation act as
heat sources, and have a very high amount of heat. These peoples start to influence others, and
diffuse their influence to the early majority, then the late majority. Finally, at a certain time point,
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heat is diffused to the margin of this social network, and the laggards adopt this product or
innovation.
The heat flows throughout a geometric manifold with initial conditions can be described by the following second order
differential equation:

∂f(x, t) − ∆f (x, t) = 0,
∂t
f (x, 0) = f0(x)
(1)
Where f (x, t) is the temperature at location x at time t,beginning with an initial distribution f0(x) at
time zero, and
∆f is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on a function f [2].

(a) A small undirected social network
(b) Curve of heat change with time
Fig.1. Heat diffusion examples on an undirected graph [2]

In the light of the several successful existing applications of the heat kernel, it is natural to
investigate the heat equation whose special solution is the heat kernel Kt(x, y)[2]. The heat kernel
Kt(x, y) describes the heat distribution at time t diffusing from the initial unit heat source at position
y, and thus describes the connectivity (which is considered as a kind of similarity) between x and
y[2]. However, it is very difficult to represent the social network as a regular geometry with a known
dimension. This motivates us to investigate the heat flow on a graph. The graph is considered as an
approximation to the underlying manifold, and so the heat flow on the graph is considered as an
approximation to the heat flow on the manifold. In this paper, we model a social network as a graph,
and each user in the social network is defined as a node on this graph. The relationships between
peoples are represented by edges that connect nodes. Hao Ma, Haixuan Yang et al in their paper
Mining Social Networks Using Heat Diffusion Processes for Marketing Candidates Selection, have
explained in detail about heat diffusion on directed and undirected graph as well as on directed social
network with prior knowledge [2].
III. ARCHITECTURE OF WEB GRAPH MINING BASE RECOMMENDER SYSTEM
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Fig.2 Web graph mining base recommender system Architecture

System architecture is the conceptual model that defines the structure, behavior, and more views
of a system. An architecture description is a formal description and representation of a system,
organized in a way that supports reasoning about the structures of the system. System architecture
can comprise system components, the externally visible properties of those components, the
relationships (e.g. the behavior) between them. It can provide a plan from which products can be
procured, and systems developed, that will work together to implement the overall system. In our
web graph mining base recommender system we are using three different data sets, so that
recommender system will fetch a appropriate data from the data set whenever required.
Above fig.2 shows three different data sets Query-url, Image-tag and Friend-Item for Query suggestion, Image
recommendation and social recommendation respectively. Other box which shows a recommender Technique which
comprises a graph construction, heat diffusion model and random jump. In graph construction we propose to construct a
graph for different data sets. These graphs will be bipartite graphs. In query recommendation query and url will be node
and there will be connecting edges between them, and the graph will be constructed on the basis of the available data at
hand in the data set which will be a historical data.
IV. DESIGN USING UML DIAGRAMS AS VISUAL MODELS

A. Use case diagram
A use case illustrates a unit of functionality provided by the system. The main purpose of the usecase diagram is to help development teams visualize the functional requirements of a system,
including the relationship of "actors" to essential processes, as well as the relationships among
different use cases. Use-case diagrams generally show groups of use cases, either all use cases for the
complete system, or a breakout of a particular group of use cases with related functionality to Show
a use case on a use-case diagram, you draw an oval in the middle of the diagram and put the name of
the use case in the center of, or below, the oval. To draw an actor (indicating a system user) on a usecase diagram, you draw a stick person to the left or right of your diagram. Following diagram shows
the relationships of the user or actors with the use cases which are shown in a oval shape.
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Fig.3. Use case Diagram

B. Activity diagram
Activity diagram is typically used for business process modeling, for modeling the logic captured by a single use case,
or for visualizing the detailed logic of a business rule. Complicated process flows in the system are captured in the activity
diagram. Similar to a state diagram, an activity diagram also consists of activities, actions, transitions, initial and final
states, and guard conditions. However, difference is state diagrams are in context of simulation while activity gives detail
view of business logic. Activity diagrams are "less technical" in appearance, compared to sequence diagrams, and
business-minded people tend to understand them more quickly.
Following activity diagram shows how a business process flows from activity to activity. For three different operation
activity diagram takes three different routes from three different datasets i.e. query-url dataset, image-tag dataset and social
dataset. At each dataset once a query is submitted the bipartite graph is generated, heat diffusion method is applied and
then depending upon the heat values the results are sorted out and final query is recommended.
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Fig.4 Activity diagram

C. State diagram
A state diagram, as the name suggests, represents the different states that objects in the system undergo during their life
cycle. Object change in response to certain simulation so this simulation effect is captured in state diagram. Therefore, it
has a initial state and final state and events that happen in between them. Whenever you think that some simulations are
complicated, you can go for this diagram. Following state diagram depict all the necessary states of the system and how a
control transfer from one state to another state. The state diagram models the different states that a class can be in and how
that class transitions from state to state. It can be argued that every class has a state, but that every class shouldn't have a
state diagram. Only classes with "interesting" states, that is, classes with three or more potential states during system
activity should be modeled.
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Fig.5 State diagram

D. Data flow diagram
A data flow diagram (DFD) is a graphical representation of the "flow" of data through an information system,
modeling its process aspects. DFDs can also be used for the visualization of data processing (structured design). DFD
shows what kinds of information will be input to and output from the system, where the data will come from and go to,
and where the data will be stored.

1) Level 0 Diagram
Level 0 diagram shows all the processes that comprise the overall system, it also shows how
information moves from and to each process and finally Adds data stores. Following figure shows all
the processes which are in our recommender system, namely user, recommender system in middle
and recommended query and finally a click-through data, which is a historical data stored in a
database.
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Fig.6 Level 0 DFD Diagram

2) Level 1 Diagram
Level 1 diagram shows all the processes that comprise a single process on the level 0 diagram. It also shows how
information moves from and to each of these processes and more detail the content of higher level process. Level 1
diagram may not be needed for all level 0 processes.

Fig.7 Level 1 DFD Diagram

3) Level 2 Diagram
There can be one level 2 DFD for each process of the Level 1 DFD. Level 2 shows a process broken down into
greater detail. Level 2 Diagrams are only necessary where the Level 1 process is more complex, and where the particular
process is relevant to the analysis. Following figure shows a level 2 diagram of our system.
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Fig.8 Level 2 DFD Diagram
E. Deployment diagram
Deployment diagrams show the hardware for your system, the software that is installed on that hardware, and the
middleware used to connect the disparate machines to one another. It shows how the hardware and software work together
to run a system. In one, line its shows the deployment view of the system.

Fig.9 Deployment Diagram

F. Sequence diagram
Sequence diagrams can be used to explore the logic of a complex operation, function, or procedure. They are called
sequence diagrams because sequential nature is shown via ordering of messages. First message starts at the top and the last
message ends at bottom. The important aspect of a sequence diagram is that it is time-ordered. This means that the exact
sequence of the interactions between the objects is represented step by step. Different objects in the sequence diagram
interact with each other by passing "messages". Above Sequence diagram shows that how the interaction between object is
represented step by step.
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Fig.10. Sequence Diagram
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have seen the architecture of the web graph mining base recommender system for query, image, and
social network. We also saw the visual model of the same, which was depicted in UML. Various UML’s are shown i.e. use
case diagram, activity diagram, state diagram, data flow diagram (level 0, level 1, level 2), deployment diagram and
ultimately a sequence diagram. Compendiously we studied about Design and architecture for the proposed system.
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